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INTRODUCTION

In recent years broadband access to communica-
tion networks has become a requirement for a
large percentage of the population. Wireless dig-
ital subscriber line (WDSL) based on the World-
wide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX) standard [1, 2] can play a significant
role in providing fast Internet access, voice, and
video distribution services even for non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) environments to fixed, nomadic,
and mobile users. In point-to-multipoint configu-
rations WiMAX provides up to 70 Mb/s per sta-
tion for cells with radii of several kilometers.
These target characteristics make WiMAX very
attractive for different market segments (resi-
dential and business users) and geographical
areas (developing countries, rural areas, densely
populated areas).

To provide the best  performance and
ensure business continuity, an infrastructure
that is composed of a terrestrial segment and a
space segment, including satellites and/or high
altitude platforms (HAPs) [3], can be imple-
mented.

In particular, the space infrastructure can:
• Interconnect a set of subscriber stations

(SSs) or base stations (BSs) where no or
poor terrestrial infrastructures are
deployed, to provide coverage contiguity
and service continuity for long-range mobil-
ity or ensure backup in case of either tem-
porary failure or overflow of terrestrial
networks

• Guarantee service continuity and connec-
tivity with remote networks or remote
locations to a terrestrial network in case
of emergency (earthquake, storms, terror-
ist attack) when the terrestrial infrastruc-
tures can be seriously damaged or
temporary wireless access is set up for
operation
Furthermore, the two systems can recipro-

cally fill each other’s service gaps: WiMAX as
an in building and under shadowing gap filler
of satellite/HAP, and satellite/HAP as a gap
filler of WiMAX in not covered areas. Final-
ly, the integration of the two systems can rep-
resent  a  valuable  e lement  to  guarantee
security and safety services for monitoring
and surveillance.

Integration between the two system can
be achieved in several  ways.  The simplest
solution can be based on interconnecting
them by means of a terrestrial network. A
more flexible solution allows the WiMAX SS
and/or the BS to directly access the space
segment. The HAP can be considered as an
intermediate (relay)  node useful  to relax
both  user  terminal  and sate l l i te  pay load
requirements, thus greatly improving feasi-
bility.

The article is structured as follows. Interoper-
ability and integration of a WiMAX terrestrial
system and a space system are addressed, identi-
fying suitable architectures. A system feasibility
study is presented along with link budget analy-
sis. Then results are reported. Finally, conclu-
sions are drawn.

ABSTRACT

In several countries manufacturers, opera-
tors, and public authorities look at WiMAX
system as a viable technology to fill the “digital
divide,” providing broadband services mainly in
suburban and rural areas, but also in densely
populated areas. Nevertheless, as a standalone
system it will never offer global services, and to
complement its capabilities, the utilization of
broadband space-based access shared among
users represents a scalable and cost-effective
solution to offer wider area coverage, improved
performance in terms of QoS, service continu-
ity in case of terrestrial network failure, and
long-range user mobility. Integration between
WiMAX and a space-based infrastructure,
composed of a combination of satellites and
high altitude platforms, can be pursued in sev-
eral ways. The simplest solution is based on
connecting a WiMAX network by means of a
terrestrial network terminating at a hub station
connected to the space infrastructure. A more
flexible solution should allow the WiMAX sub-
scriber station or base station to directly access
the space infrastructure. This article addresses
the identification of suitable scenarios and a
feasibil ity analysis presenting l ink budget
results related to a subset of the identified
solutions.
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SCENARIOS AND SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURES FOR
WIMAX-SATELLITE

INTEROPERABILITY AND INTEGRATION

International Telecommunication Union —
Radio Communication Standardization Sector
(ITU-R) Recommendation M.1182-1 [4] defines
the following five levels of integration between
satellite and terrestrial systems:
1 Geographical — Satellite provides service

only in areas not covered by terrestrial net-
works; services and technologies can be dif-
ferent.

2 Services — Implies geographical integration
and compatibility among services provided
by the two networks; performance can be
different.

3 Network — The same procedures and pro-
tocols allow the same number to be dialed
independently on the terminal; different
carrier frequencies eventually utilized by
the two segments must be taken into
account.

4 Equipment — Compatibility in terms of
access, protocols, data rate; at least some
circuits could be shared.

5 System — Maximum level; users are not
aware of what kind of connection has been
established.
Interoperability between a WiMAX system

and a space system can be related to levels 1, 2,
and partially 3 and 4. Three significant service
scenarios have been identified [5]:
ASatellite link as backbone among WiMAX

cells — main application: transport security
B Satellite extending WiMAX coverage — ser-

vices for private residential and small-medi-
um enterprise

C Satellite link as coverage gap filler — main
application: mobile telephony, messaging,
and Internet

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES SUPPORTING
INTEROPERABILITY AND INTEGRATION

Service scenarios A–C can be supported by dif-
ferent system architectures. For the space seg-
ment two architectures have been envisaged:
• Geostationary platforms. They represent the

best choice in terms of coverage extension,
provided capacity, and technology/capacity
availability from commercial systems.

• Geostationary satellite integrated with HAPs
as an intermediate device. A HAP, flying at
relatively low altitude (typically from a few
up to 20 km), is helpful to mitigate several
of the problems, such as propagation delay
and physical layer adaptation, raised when
direct connection between WiMAX SS or
BS and the space segment is considered.
HAP allows to enlarge coverage (although
less than satellites) keeping similar require-
ments both for SSs and BSs at the expense
of increased complexity and costs.
Twelve different connectivity architectures

have been identified. They will be introduced
briefly and compared to show the correlation

between the previous service scenarios A–C and
the connectivity architectures that can support
one (or more than one) of them, showing the
level of integration that can be pursued accord-
ing to [4]. To easily guarantee compliance with
the WiMAX standard, satellites and HAPs trans-
parent payload architectures are envisaged.

CONNECTIVITY ARCHITECTURES SUPPORTING
WIMAX-SATELLITE SCENARIOS BASED ON

GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE

To realize the connectivity of WiMAX with
standalone geostationary satellites, seven archi-
tectures have been identified. The availability of
low-cost ground segment equipment and capaci-
ty on commercial platforms enhances feasibility
assessment [6].

Architecture A: Wideband Satellite —
WiMAX BSs provide connectivity to users locat-
ed inside their coverage area and are connected
to a core network that interconnects the WiMAX
BSs and is linked to a terrestrial transport net-
work. WiMAX-satellite connectivity is provided
by the terrestrial network, and suitable network
protocols must be adopted. The satellite link can
be either symmetric or asymmetric. In the for-
mer, very small aperture terminal (VSAT)-like
architecture with full mesh connectivity topology
can be implemented. In the latter, star network
topology provides high capacity in the forward
link and limited capacity in the return link. Uti-
lizing the digital video broadcast (DVB) radio
communications satellite (RCS) (or similar)
standard, up to 45 Mb/s can be provided on the
forward link and up to 2 Mb/s on the return link.
Interconnection between the WiMAX core net-
work or with the BS and satellite is obtained
through an interworking unit (IWU).

Architecture B: Core Network — Satellite
— CNSat is similar to the wideband satellite
(WSAT) architecture, but the WiMAX core net-
work is directly connected to the satellite by
means of an IWU. No interface for terrestrial
networks is needed.

Architecture C: Single WiMAX Satellite —
The WiMAX BS is directly connected to the
satellite in S-WiSat. Users inside the BS cell can
communicate only with the BS. The adaptation
of the WiMAX air interface to directly commu-
nicate over the satellite link is needed. The
design should account for the propagation con-
ditions typical of the satellite link (delay, free
space losses, supplementary attenuation).

Architecture D: Double WiMAX Satellite
— D-WiSat is shown in Fig. 1a. SSs can be con-
nected to a remote WiMAX BS by means of
the satellite link. SSs directly access the satel-
lite, which acts as a transparent repeater toward
the BS. The system in Fig. 1a allows the cover-
age area of the single BS to be enlarged to
reach users in remote locations. On the other
side, the BS supports satellite connection as in
architecture C. Adaptation of the WiMAX air
interface to the characteristics of the satellite
link is needed.
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Architecture D1: Mesh WiMAX Satellite —
M-WiSat allows the WiMAX network to exploit
full mesh architecture. The satellite is a mesh
(relay) node providing interconnection among
terminals that can be remotely located. WiMAX
users can directly access the satellite link, and
the satellite can work either in transparent or
regenerative mode. Adaptation of the WiMAX
air interface to the characteristics of the satellite
link is needed.

Architecture E: Backbone WiMAX Satellite
— In B-WiSat the satellite link is used to inter-
connect two or several remote WiMAX BSs,
thus providing either backbone or backup capa-
bility. Therefore, each BS is directly connected
to the satellite, while SSs are connected to BSs
through a terrestrial wireless link. Adaptation of
the WiMAX air interface to the characteristics
of the satellite link is needed.

Architecture F: Gap Filler WiMAX Satellite
— In GF-WiSat, in normal conditions SSs access
the network through the terrestrial wireless link.
When WiMAX supports mobility, connectivity
outside the BS coverage can be provided using
the satellite as a gap filler (Fig. 1a).

When the SSs get out of the WiMAX net-
work area, an intersegment handover [7] is
implemented to switch the connection to a
remote WiMAX BS through the satellite link, or
the satellite repeater itself can act as the BS.
When the mobile user reaches another WiMAX
network, a reverse intersegment handover occurs
to switch back to the terrestrial link. SS-to-satel-
lite connection can be achieved using a satellite
terminal embedded in the WiMAX device or a
WiMAX terminal extended to support satellite
communications. In the latter case adaptation of
the WiMAX air interface to the characteristics
of the satellite link is needed.

HAP-BASED ARCHITECTURES
To simplify the interoperable SS terminal archi-
tecture as well as protocol procedures, it would
be desirable to keep the WiMAX interface
(practically) unchanged. Interconnecting the
WiMAX equipment with the satellite through
HAPs, typically located at heights ranging from

a few hundred meters up to about 20 km, is a
way to improve feasibility. In fact, these dis-
tances are on the same order of the typical BS
coverage radius; thus, no modifications would be
required to the WiMAX radio interface. In addi-
tion, at the frequency band allocated to WiMAX
(around 3.5 GHz) rain attenuation is not as criti-
cal as for some bands allocated to broadband
satellite services (Ku band and beyond).

Architecture CH: Single WiMAX Satellite
HAP — In S-WiSatH the WiMAX BS is con-
nected to the HAP, while SSs communicate only
through a terrestrial link. Satellite connectivity
will be guaranteed by either a single HAP or a
cluster of HAPs interconnected with the satellite
through dedicated links (Fig. 1b).

Architecture DH: Double WiMAX Satellite
HAP — In D-WiSatH, depicted in Fig. 1b, HAPs
are used to provide last mile connectivity to
WiMAX SSs that can reach the BS using a four-
link connection.

Architecture D1H: Mesh WiMAX Satellite
HAP — In M-WiSatH the HAP is used as a
mesh (relay) node. Thus, SSs can be directly
interconnected among them.

Architecture EH: Backbone Double WiMAX
Satellite HAP — BD-WiSatH is based on one
HAP interconnecting two or more WiMAX BSs.
A more complex architecture utilizes a cluster of
interconnected HAPs, each serving one or more
WiMAX BSs. In both cases the HAP(s) will
ensure the connectivity with the satellite and
other terrestrial networks through its (their)
gateways.

Architecture FH: Gap Filler Double WiMAX
Satellite HAP — In GFD-WiSatH one or more
HAPs can be used as a gap filler between two
closest WiMAX cells, thus playing the same role
of the satellite in architecture F. Connectivity
with the satellite is under the charge of the
HAP, so the mobile SSs will reach remote loca-
tions and be connected to other terrestrial net-
works, including other BSs. In fact, the satellite
will be interconnected with a number of BSs,

n Figure 1. System architecture: a) based on satellite including gap filling functionality; b) using integrated HAP/satellite configuration.
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and the HAP will play the role of a moving BS.
This connectivity architecture can be helpful in
case of disaster recovery operations.

SYNOPTIC VIEW
Table 1 summarizes how the proposed architec-
tures can support scenarios A–C. The envisaged
level of integration, referred to as ITU-R Rec-
ommendation M.1182-1 [4], is also indicated.

FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
The IEEE802.16 standard [2] defines four air
interfaces, two of which are based on the orthog-
onal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
modulation. For feasibility assessment only
OFDM with 256 subcarriers (OFDM-256) is
considered. The methodology can easily be
extended to the case of OFD multiple access
(OFDMA) radio access. It is also assumed that
the WiMAX SS or BS owns all the necessary
equipment to up/down translate the signal in the
satellite operating bands (when necessary). The
following analysis is based on ideal multihop link
budget calculation that can be corrected to
account for intermodulation due to nonlinear
effects on the OFDM-256 signal.

MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS
OFDM-256 Signal Characteristics — The
main characteristics of the OFDM-256 signal in
[2] are now summarized. The number of OFDM
subcarriers (NFFT) is 256, and the number of
used subcarriers, Nused, is 200. Up to eight pilot
subcarriers can be inserted in the signal. Guard
band carriers are numbered from –128 to –101
and from 101 to 127. The guard time interval is

Tg =~ 3 µs corresponding to 1/16 of Tb = 44 µs,
which is the useful OFDM symbol time. For link
budget purposes we consider an OFDM signal
bandwidth of 5 MHz corresponding to a subcar-
rier spacing of 22.5 kHz and an equivalent noise
bandwidth of 4.5 MHz.

Disturbs and Interference Issues — When no
automatic gain control is considered on the
satellite or HAP, and frequency conversion and
filtering operations are ideal, the main factor
influencing performance is the nonlinearity due
to the high power amplifier (HPA) on the signal
to be retransmitted. The nonlinear effects are
particularly evident in multicarrier input signals
such as OFDM. Nonlinearities lead to:
• Interference between the in-phase and

quadrature (I/Q) components due to
AM/AM and AM/PM conversion (when
present)

• Intermodulation among OFDM subcarriers
As a final result, the bandwidth of the output

signal is greater than the bandwidth of the input
signal. Thus, to avoid (significant) adjacent chan-
nel interference (ACI) among different OFDM
transmissions, guard bandwidths are inserted. In
the OFDM-256 signal adopted in WiMAX only
Nused = 200 over NFFT = 256 subcarriers are
used, and the guard bandwidth is obtained by
nulling the transmissions on the first 28 and last
28 OFDM subcarriers. To control intermodula-
tion, the (average) input power to the HPA is
set by the ground stations to a fixed level in
order to guarantee a desired output power level
and a corresponding power of the disturbance
due to intermodulation.

In a satellite or HAP characterized by multi-

n Table 1. Correlation architectures scenarios.

Scenario Architecture
I — Satellite link as
backbone among
WiMAX cells

II — Satellite link as
transport means

III — Satellite
link as gap filler

A Wideband satellite (WSAT) 1, 2 1, 2, 3

B Core network satellite (CNSAT) 1, 2 1, 2, 3

C Single WiMAX satellite (S-WiSat) 1, 2, 3

D Double WiMAX satellite (D-WiSat) 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4

D1 Mesh WiMAX satellite (M-WiSat) 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4

E Backbone WiMAX satellite (B-WiSat) 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3

F Gap filler WiMAX satellite (GF-WiSat) 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4

CH Single WiMAX satellite HAP (S-WiSatH) 1, 2, 3

DH Double WiMAX satellite HAP (D-WiSatH) 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4

D1H Mesh WiMAX satellite HAP (M-WiSatH) 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4

EH Backbone double WiMAX satellite HAP (BD-WiSatH) 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3

FH Gap filler double WiMAX satellite HAP (GFD-WiSatH) 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4
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ple beam antennas, transmission/reception inter-
ference can be caused by antennas serving “cells”
on the same channels and arise from overlap-
ping main lobes or sidelobes [8]. In general, we
can distinguish among:
• Interference to the satellite originating from

WiMAX BSs (or SSs) directly accessing the
satellite

• Interference to the HAP originating from
WiMAX BSs (or SSs) accessing the HAP
or satellite

• Interference to the satellite due to HAPs
served by the same satellite with different
beams
The interference powers in the above cases

are different and can be evaluated once the dis-
tribution of the WiMAX devices (BSs or SSs)
and/or HAP in the area have been specified.

Satellite and HAP Characteristics — Satellite
and HAP payloads are assumed to be transpar-
ent. The Ka frequency band is used on satellite
links. The received signal is first filtered and
then sent to a low noise amplifier (LNA). The
signal at the output of the LNA is (optionally)
frequency converted to another band before
downlink transmission. The signal is then ampli-
fied by a HAP before retransmission. It is
assumed that HAPs communicate with the ter-
restrial segment and satellite using two different
frequency pairs. When two HAPs are used to
interconnect a WiMAX terminal with the satel-
lite (Fig. 1b), communication between earth sta-
tions and the HAP is in the 3.5 GHz band. In
this case no frequency conversion subsystems
should be embedded in the WiMAX terminal,
and all necessary frequency conversion opera-
tions for communications with the satellite are

implemented inside the HAP. The Ka band is
considered for satellite-to-HAP and/or earth-sta-
tions-to-satellite communications.

LINK BUDGET ANALYSIS
To assess feasibility, we performed multiple-hop
link budget analysis (LBA) in the following three
configurations:
• Two links in which two WiMAX devices are

connected through a satellite
• Three links in which one WiMAX device is

directly connected to the satellite and the
other is connected to the satellite through a
HAP acting as a relay node

• Four links in which both WiMAX devices
are connected to the satellite through a
HAP
The main goal of LBA is to calculate the

power at the output of each relay device (satel-
lite or HAP) so that the carrier-to-noise ratio at
the input of the nth receiver is equal to

(1)

where Nl is the number of links, (C/N)t is the
reference carrier-to-noise ratio (including cod-
ing) required to obtain the specified bit error
rate, and M is the margin. The values of the tar-
get (C/N)t are ([2, 5]):
• +6.4 dB — Binary phase shift keying

(BPSK) modulation with code rate 1/2
• +9.4 dB — Quaternary PSK (QPSK) modu-

lation with code rate 1/2
• +16.4 dB — 16-quadrature amplitude mod-

ulation (QAM) with code rate 1/2
• +22.7 dB — 64-QAM with code rate 1/2
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n Table 2. Selected system parameters for link budget.

Parameter WiMAX HAP Satellite

WiMAX-SAT WiMAX-HAP HAP-WiMAX HAP-SAT

Transmitter side

Uplink frequency (GHz) 30 3.5 3.0 30 30

Downlink frequency(GHz) 20 3.0 3.5 20 20

Equivalent noise bandwidth (MHz) 4.5 4.5 4.5

Transmitter loss (dB) 1 1 1 1

Antenna efficiency 0.6 0.6 0.6

Tx antenna diameter (m) 0.1 5 8 8

Pointing error loss (dB) 1 0 0 1 0

Receiver side

Receiver loss (dB) 1 1 1

Noise system temperature (K) 200 200 200 300 400

Rx antenna diameter (m) 0.1 5 8 8
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Furthermore, the ratio between the power at
the output of the single relay system with the
corresponding input power provides the overall
required gain in the receiver-transmitter chain of
the (transparent) relaying subsystem.

Multihop analysis is carried out under the fol-
lowing simplifying assumptions:
• Intermodulation effects are neglected for

the moment.
• Line of sight propagation is assumed.
• Rain margin and additional losses due to

atmospheric effects are included in the cal-
culations.

• Interference and shadowing are not consid-
ered.

• The earth-station-to-HAP link is at 3.5
GHz; the HAP-to-earth-station link is at
3.0 GHz; WiMAX or HAP transmissions to
the satellite take place in the Ka band (30
GHz uplink; 20 GHz downlink).
In the asymmetric link case we assume that

the diameters of the earth station and HAP
transmitting and receiving antennas can change.
As an example, the satellite repeater can use an
antenna with diameter D1 when it transmits
(receives) to (from) the WiMAX terminal and
an antenna with diameter D2 when it transmits
(receives) to (from) the HAP.

Starting from previous assumptions, the over-
all signal-to-noise-plus-interference (intermodu-
lation only) ratio at the end of the multihop
transmitter receiver chain is

(2)

where Nl is the number of links and SNRn is the
useful signal-to-noise ratio at the input of the
nth receiver; that is,

(3)

where P(n–1)
T is the (maximum) useful transmit-

ted power at the output of the (n – 1)th trans-
mitter, L(n–1)n is the overall attenuation
(including path loss and transmitter and receiver
antenna gains) from the (n – 1)th transmitter to
the nth receiver, and N(n) is the noise power at
the nth receiver. The SIRn is the useful signal-
to-intermodulation ratio measured at the output
of the nth transmitter in the chain.

LINK BUDGET PARAMETERS
The link budget parameters used for calculations
at the Ka band are shown in Table 2.

The link characteristics are:
• Distance, earth station–satellite = 40,000

km
• Distance, earth station–HAP = 20 km
• Vapor loss = 3 dB
• Additional loss due to rain at 30 GHz = 15

dB
• Additional loss due to rain at 20 GHz = 8

dB
As indicated in Table 2, two different sets of

parameters are considered for the HAP. The
first accounts for the HAP–earth station link and

the second for the HAP–satellite link. In both
cases, to calculate link budgets we assume a
parabolic antenna with a given diameter. To
assess feasibility, the main goal of the link bud-
get is to determine the ratio G between the
required useful output power and the useful
input power at each repeater stage. This ratio
provides the gain of the Tx-Rx chain to be
achieved in each repeater (i.e., the satellite or
HAP) in order to respect the target SNR perfor-
mance.

RESULTS
In Table 3 we show the Tx-Rx gain G required
in each repeater for different system architec-
tures. Since we assume that the required SNR at
each stage is the same, G is independent of the
reference SNR.

In Table 4 we indicate the useful power to be
transmitted at the output of each subsystem to
satisfy the quality of service (QoS) requirements.

As shown in Table 3, for the WiMAX-HAP-
Sat-WiMAX architecture, we separately examine
the two communication directions (i.e., WiMAX-
HAP-Sat-WiMAX and WiMAX-Sat-HAP-
WiMAX). The critical path is the
satellite-to-WiMAX link. This is due to the lim-
ited characteristics of the WiMAX
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n Table 3. Required repeater subsystem gain for the different architectures.

Architecture G (dB)

HAP Satellite HAP

WiMAX-SAT-WiMAX — 132.0 —

WiMAX-HAP-SAT-WiMAX 91.5 130.0 —

WiMAX-SAT-HAP-WiMAX — 86.7 62.3

WiMAX-HAP-SAT-HAP-WiMAX 91.5 90.2 62.3

n Table 4. Required transmitted power for each subsystem, QPSK and
64-QAM modulation formats.

Architecture Transmitted Power (dBW)

WiMAX HAP Satellite HAP

WiMAX-SAT-WiMAX
QPSK 14.6 — 8.4 —

64-QAM 27.9 — 21.7 —

WiMAX-HAP-SAT-WiMAX
QPSK –44.7 –33.4 8.2 —

64-QAM –31.4 –20.1 21.5 —

WiMAX-SAT-HAP-WiMAX
QPSK 16.6 — –35.2 –60.0

64-QAM 29.9 — –21.9 –47.3

WiMAX-HAP-SAT-HAP-
WiMAX

QPSK –43.4 –32.0 –30.3 –59.2

64-QAM –30.1 –18.7 –17.0 –46.2
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transmitter/receiver and the presence of the
additional rain margin on this link only. In the
second case the WiMAX transmitter is con-
strained to provide higher power to reach the
satellite (more than 40 W for QPSK).

The third architecture seems to be the most
promising for wideband WiMAX communica-
tions through satellite. In fact, since HAPs are
located at an altitude of 20 km from the Earth
and operate around 3 GHz, in the link with
WiMAX no rain margins must be considered
with a remarkable improvement in terms of fea-
sibility as shown in Tables 3 and 4. The availabil-
ity of two HAPs acting as repeaters to/from the
satellite allows the WiMAX transmitter-receiver
requirements to be relaxed in terms of transmit-
ter power and antenna size.

To obtain data in Tables 3 and 4 we assumed
a small WiMAX antenna. Several requirements
could be relaxed by increasing antenna dimen-
sions, especially for WiMAX BSs. One more
improvement can be obtained by considering
subchannel transmissions, which are allowed in
OFDM and OFDMA as proposed for WiMAX.
As an example, when only one subchannel is
considered for transmissions, the equivalent
noise bandwidth in Table 2 should be reduced
by a factor proportional to the number of sub-
channels.

NONLINEAR EFFECTS ON THE
256-OFDM SIGNAL

The operating point of the amplifier is common-
ly identified by the backoff. For link budget pur-
poses we only need the output backoff (OBO)
defined as the ratio between the mean power of
the useful transmitted signal and the maximum
useful output power. Nonlinear impairments can
be reduced working with high backoff, which
corresponds to moving the operating point of
the amplifier to the linear region, thus leading to
loss in HPA efficiency.

A useful performance measure is the total
degradation (TD) which is a function of the
OBO; that is, TD = OBO+SNRdB – SNR’dB,
where SNRdB is the required signal-to-noise
ratio in dB at the input of the threshold detector
to obtain a fixed probability of bit error; SNR’dB
is the required SNR to obtain the same proba-
bility of bit error in the absence of nonlinear
effects. For each OBO we can calculate the cor-
responding SIR to be inserted in Eq. 2. The

optimum OBO corresponding to the minimum
TD has been obtained from further simulations.
The results are based on the amplifiers models
considered in [9] concerning both traveling wave
tube (TWT) and solid state power (SSP) ampli-
fiers. TWT and SSP amplifiers with and without
(analytical) predistortion have been considered
[9, 10]. Results are reported in Table 5 for a bit
error probability of 10–3.

Due to the absence of AM/PM effects, SSP
performances are always superior to TWT. As
expected, higher-efficiency modulation formats
require a higher OBO to obtain the same QoS
specification.

CONCLUSIONS
We present feasibility analysis for three architec-
tures proposed to enhance WiMAX capabilities
through the use of a space-based architecture. It
is observed that to realize direct connection of
WiMAX devices with the satellite, a large gain
in the satellite transceiver is necessary. New gen-
erations of satellites will meet these require-
ments. To improve on this, the adoption of HAP
located at 20 km altitude can be helpful to relax
both the WiMAX transmitter requirements and
the satellite gain requirements. This allows very
high link budget margins to be achieved on the
WiMAX-HAP and HAP-SAT links. However, in
the asymmetric cases the WiMAX-SAT link
turns out to be critical, so the same considera-
tions as for the WiMAX direct connection archi-
tecture apply. Thus, the solution including a
HAP as a repeater for the WiMAX signal to the
satellite allows the above mentioned problems to
be solved, and looks very attractive and promis-
ing.
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